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You deserve the best,  
not just something better.
Get the best with DSN v20. 

Visit DSN.com  
or call (800) 366-1197

About DSN
DSN Software is a privately-held software development company  
that engineers distinct practice management software solutions for today’s 
most advanced dental practices and dental specialty practices. Each of 
DSN’s practice management software solutions integrates perfectly with  
the leading technology providers in their respective fields. 

DSN v20 
Top-Tier Efficiency  
and Operability



Even More 
Tools for Your Success

More Choices, 
More Ways to Benefit
Achieve peak performance. Take full advantage 
of these DSN features, plus enjoy all the  
benefits of our latest version.
Streamline Electronic Medical Records—Create and store patient records with ease.  
Generate letters and clinical notes instantly from unlimited customizable EMR templates. The clinical 
notes include comprehensive anesthesia and IV medication records and integrate with the largest 
selection of vitals monitors in the market. Within DSN’s EMR module, view all historical patient  
records, letters, images, and identify potential drug interactions with full Lexicomp integration.

Comprehensive Implant Inventory Management—Implant Inventory is a unique  
feature that can be activated with any DSN product. Scan the QR code of supplies and  
they are automatically inventoried. Filter your inventory, generate reports, or track 
implants down to the patient with the Implant Tracker. You will be notified if you’re  
running low, ensuring your office is always stocked. 

Improve Communication and Collaboration With Referrals—Track referrals, run a referral  
analysis, and send files to other providers on an encrypted email platform for a seamless  
collaborative experience. File sharing is simplified, regardless of which software they’re using. 
Encrypted emails are sent with a password to prevent unauthorized access and you can upload  
any referral forms to a patient’s file.

Robust Reporting—With over 300 reports of critical data, practice management has never been 
easier. Quickly and easily generate production, collection, scheduling, and referral management 
reports to help create efficiencies throughout your practice. 

Expedited Scheduling and Automatic Reminder—Scheduling is faster and easier with 
appointment templates, day blocking, and automatic appointment text reminders. Attach the  
patient’s treatment plan to their appointment to easily view scheduled production and generate  
accurate treatment plan reports. 

Multi-Specialty Capabilities—DSN v20 is the practice management software solution for the  
innovative multi-specialty practice. Teams of oral surgeons, periodontists, endodontists, and  
dentists can now effectively practice as a single entity. Clinicians can interact, collaborate, and  
grow a multi-disciplinary practice with the focus entirely on the needs of the patient. This is  
the new world of DSN v20.

The v20 E-services bundle of premier features  
optimizes your practice management at every turn.
E-Claims—Save time and submit claims electronically.

Real-Time Eligibility—Check coverage for most major insurance payers at the click of a button. 

E-Prescriptions—Send medications with Two-Factor Authentication to any  
pharmacy—no paper necessary. 

Email Encryption—Send secure emails to patients and referrals to prevent  
unauthorized access.

Online Registration—Patients fill out and submit user-friendly forms, which you   
input directly to their file.

Payment Integration—Integrate with an easy-to-use credit card payment processor to  
give patients more options.

Text Reminders—Leverage the instant communication platform to send automatic  
reminders or custom messages.

Two-Way Patient Texting—Communicate back and forth with patients via unlimited text in real-time.   
Perfect for curbside check-in, appointment rescheduling, surgical follow-up, and much more. 

E-Statements—Send monthly billing statements electronically and let our software  
do the work for you!

DSN Cloud Imaging 
Get the Picture—Anywhere
Free yourself from the limitations of traditional hosted 
or closed-architecture imaging software. Easily view and  
share images anytime, anywhere—without data caps. 

•   Load and share images including CBCT in seconds,  
24/7 from anywhere in the world

•   Real-time CBCT imaging manipulation including 3D rendering
• Share images quickly and easily via encrypted email or secure login for 

referring doctors with complete cloud 3D enhancement capabilities
•  Eliminate physical discs and multiple imaging programs to streamline 

your workflow
•   Reduce your IT expenses and difficulty associated with on-site servers
• Integrated with the widest range of imaging brands in the industry


